Being a teacher cost me $111,384 in Social Security
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Choose the NEA Retiree Health Program
To Help Protect Yourself and Your Savings

The NEA Retiree Health Program is designed to supplement Medicare and costs less, on average, than plans from the best-known providers.

Open Enrollment is currently underway, now through November 30, 2023. Guaranteed acceptance!

For more information, please call a member service representative at 844-213-1556 Mon – Fri, 8:30am to 5:00pm (Central time), or visit neamb.com/rhp for your enrollment kit.

Questions:
Groups@Globe.Life

Open Enrollment is taking place now through November 30, 2023. That means Medicare eligible NEA members in good standing, their spouses, domestic partners, and surviving spouses are guaranteed acceptance with no waiting periods, regardless of preexisting health conditions. In addition, if you join the NEA Retiree Health Program during this Open Enrollment Period as a first-time enrollee, you will pay just $1* for the first month of coverage.

• Guaranteed acceptance during Open Enrollment Period
• Freedom to choose your own doctors who accept Medicare
• Nationwide coverage with multiple plan options
• Your spouse, domestic partner, and surviving spouse may also be eligible to participate

For more information about the rates, fees, other costs and benefits associated with the use of the credit card or to apply, visit neamb.com/250bonus and refer to the disclosures accompanying the online credit application. Residents of the US and its territories only. See full disclosure for details. Federal law prohibits students from receiving a premium. Restrictions apply; see amazon.com/go/legal.

This credit card program is issued and administered by Bank of America, N.A. Visa and Visa Signature are registered trademarks of Visa International Service Association, and are used by the issuer pursuant to license from Visa U.S.A. Inc. Bank of America and the Bank of America logo are registered trademarks of Bank of America Corporation. The Contactless Symbol and Contactless Indicator are trademarks owned by and used with permission of EMVCo, LLC.
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60-DAY "TRY DEFY" MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

Enjoy the benefits of exercise without harmful impact on your joints!

✓ Renewed Energy
✓ Maximum Protection
✓ Improved Posture
✓ Relieve Pain

MIGHTY WALK $155
MED/WIDE/X-WIDE AVAILABLE

Women
TB9024FUB Blue/Beige
TB9024FWI White/Pink
TB9024FLW Black/White

Men
TB9024MFW Red/White/Blue
TB9024MUO Blue/Orange
TB9024MGU Gray/Blue

$30 OFF orders of $150 or more
Promo Code PG7KQT3
Expires December 31, 2023
FREE SHIPPING, EXCHANGES & RETURNS
800-429-0039 • www.gdefy.com

Promo Code: PG7KQT3

Mighty Walk®

VersoShock® US Patent #US9,356,036 B2. $30 off applies to orders of $150 or more. Cannot be combined with other offers. Free shipping on orders over $100. Free Corrective Fit orthotics not included with sandal purchase. Additional sales taxes may apply. Shoes must be returned within 60 days in the new condition for full refund or exchange. Credit card authorization required. See website for complete details.

EXPLORE THE MIRACLE

"After suffering with extreme foot pain for months, I can finally walk again with no pain. They are true miracle shoes!" – Carol D.

See more miracle testimonials at gdefy.com

Join the conversation Facebook Instagram Twitter

For timely news about issues impacting educators, visit nea.org/NEAToday or sign up for NEA Today’s biweekly e-newsletter at nea.org/tggroup.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
**NEA Member Exclusive**

A trusted and valuable benefit

As an NEA member, did you know you receive $1,000 of term life insurance at no cost to you? You’re already enrolled in the NEA* Complimentary Life Insurance Plan, but it’s a good time to make sure you’ve selected a beneficiary.

When you do, you can have some peace of mind that your loved ones will receive their benefit in a time of need. This unique benefit helps ensure educators like you have additional coverage beyond what may be provided through your district. It’s just one of the many ways your union membership works hard for you.

Scan the code or go to neamb.com/comp for a quick and easy path to update your beneficiary information.

---

**DENTAL AND VISION**

**COVERAGE THAT’S AFFORDABLE AND EASY TO USE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GREAT COVERAGE</th>
<th>Covered services can include preventive care like routine exams and cleanings, plus dental procedures such as crowns and implants.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREEDOM OF CHOICE</td>
<td>Visit any licensed dentist you choose. Members may save the most money by visiting a dentist from our nationwide PPO network, which includes more than 400,000 dental access points.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSELTREE FREE BENEFITS</td>
<td>PPO participating dental offices will complete and file claims for you, so you don’t have to deal with paperwork or wait for reimbursements!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENEROUS ANNUAL MAXIMUM</td>
<td>Options for a maximum that increases over a three year span.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VISION COVERAGE</td>
<td>Plan options to add vision to your dental coverage for an affordably bundled price.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VISIT NEAMB.com/DentalVision**

**OR CALL 855-865-2285 TO ENROLL TODAY!**

---

* Renaissance internal data. Underwritten by Renaissance Life & Health Insurance Company of America, Indianapolis, IN, and in New York by Renaissance Life & Health Insurance Company of New York, Binghamton, NY. Both companies are licensed in all states and jurisdictions.

DTNT1023
Forty years ago, a new group emerged from within NEA—a group of determined retirees whose commitment to their profession continued beyond their active service. They had more to give, and they knew NEA would be stronger with them involved.

During the 2023 Retired Annual Meeting, held in Orlando, Fla., we celebrated the accomplishments of those retired individuals who, in 1983, established the organization that became NEA-Retired—which today represents over 325,000 retired educators. Let us celebrate the successes of those who came before us, as we move forward in creating positive change.

I am honored to serve as your NEA-Retired president, and I take my responsibilities seriously. While much has been accomplished, there is so much more to do. I know that no one can do this job alone. That is why I welcome your ideas and look forward to hearing from you.

I am committed to speaking up boldly for the NEA resources that we must have to continue building successful programs and establishing vibrant NEA-Retired organizations in each state, with diversity in membership and leadership. Retirees today are not the same as the retirees of 10, 20, or 30 years ago. Our challenge is to create opportunities to engage all members, regardless of their place on the retirement continuum. Working together, we will design creative initiatives to develop future NEA-Retired leaders as we push back against bigotry and violence. We will push back against politicians who would diminish the opportunity to retire with our dignity intact. We will push back against forces that seek to dismantle our public school system, weakening the educational opportunities of our grandchildren and children in our communities.

We have come a long way over the past 40 years. We are experienced, strong, and an invaluable part of NEA! Working together, we will boldly ensure a strong future for NEA-Retired.
Face to Face With NEA Members

Why did we hold our Representative Assembly (RA) in Florida—ground zero for racist, homophobic, misogynistic, and xenophobic rhetoric and actions? During NEA’s Freedom to Learn Rally, held July 5, at the RA, in Orlando, I hope the answer was clear. We went to remind Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis—and the people with him—that our students do not need protection from Anne Frank or Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. They need protection from gun violence. And they deserve the freedom to read books that teach them about the history, diversity, and beauty of their world. Speaking of beauty … the thousands of NEA members who rallied with me in Florida’s blazing heat were beautiful. When I stood with you, I saw our heart and I felt our power. And like I said then: We will win because we must win. Our students are depending on us to be worthy of them. Join me in demanding the freedom to learn at nea.org/freedom-learn.

JOIN ME
3 Things to Do For Yourself and Your Union

1. Observe Bullying Prevention Month. Are you doing everything you can to support a bully-free environment for your students? Learn more through NEA Micro-credentials designed to help you build these skills: nea.org/bully-free-micro.

2. Protect voting rights! Election Day is next month—and all of us deserve an equal say at the ballot box. The Freedom to Vote Act will make sure politicians can’t manipulate district boundaries to get elected. Demand that your members of Congress support the law at nea.org/protect-voting.

3. Practice gratitude. “The more grateful I am, the more beauty I see,” says Special Olympics CEO Mary Davis. It’s that time of year when many Americans get together and give thanks at holiday tables. But all year, every day, I am grateful for you. Please tell one of your union siblings how much you appreciate them, too.

In the News
“We’re winning because parents and educators are coming together and saying, ‘No, this is not what we want for our kids.’ We don’t want banned books. We don’t want teachers marginalized and attacked. We don’t want funding going away from our public schools. We want to support public schools.”

—Becky, 19thNews.org, July 2023

What I’m Looking at

Find out how NEA is working every day for educators, students, and public schools in “NEA in Action” (Page 10).

Join me in demanding the freedom to learn at nea.org/freedom-learn.

Find out how NEA is working every day for educators, students, and public schools in “NEA in Action” (Page 10).
NEA Funds Big Collective Bargaining Wins!

NEA has awarded $2.6 million in Student-Centered Bargaining Advocacy grants to 91 state and local affiliates since the program began, in 2015. The grants support members’ collective bargaining efforts across the country.

The results?

In Pueblo, Colo. (right, top), the local union won a 12 percent raise for teachers, school nurses, and counselors—and a starting teacher salary of $45,000!

In South Carolina (right, bottom), where collective bargaining is prohibited for educators, NEA grant funds and strong advocacy by the state affiliate helped store these major victories, among other wins:

• Paid parental leave for all school employees.
• A harmful bill blocked that would have limited and whitewashed history.
• An end to lunch-shaming and the practice of sending students and families to collections over school lunch debt.

NEA Course Can Help You Address LGBTQ+ Bias

Worried about bias in your school? NEA has a series of courses that can help. These virtual, in-person, or blended classes address bias around sexual orientation and gender identity, with a focus on racial justice. Called LGBTQ+ Blended Learning, the series trains thousands of educators year-round and provides them with the latest data, legal updates, and activities to empower members to support all students.

The most popular courses to date:

• Supporting Transgender, Non-Binary, and Gender Non-Conforming Students
• Walking the Talk: Classroom Strategies for Addressing LGBTQ+ Bias

Request a training at nea.org/LGBTQ-trainings.

NEA Puts Educators on the Ballot

NEA has prepared more than 300 members to run for public office through its See Educators Run training program. As lawmakers, these NEA members are creating education policy that helps all students thrive!

NEA members have run for:

• U.S. Congress
• State legislators
• State and local boards of education
• County and city councils
• Mayor

Should you run for office?

Yes, you should! Find out more at nea.org/see-educators-run.

NEA Champions Disability Justice

Want to confront ableism and discrimination and boost access and inclusion for students with disabilities? NEA has solution-oriented resources that advance disability rights and can help you become a better advocate for students with disabilities. These resources will challenge the view that students with disabilities can’t achieve or learn; address the many intersecting forms of discrimination that impact these individuals; and more!

Start your journey toward justice at nea.org/disabilities.

(Right) NEA invited 14-year-old disability rights activist Helena Donato-Sapp to address 6,000 educators on why we must end disability discrimination.

LEAD4CHANGE®

A simple and free student leadership program that helps students realize their lives matter and they can make a difference in their communities

We believe every student has it in them to be a great leader who gets big things done. This program helps unlock the unique gifts of each student to create real, lasting change in their communities.

Simple lesson plans that are flexible for your classroom

Service learning framework that promotes student growth

Positively impact the climate of your classroom and the lives of your students

Our program empowers educators and transforms students: a true win-win.

“Being involved in the program showed me how to overcome barriers and the reality of how much difference can be made within a community when people come together to be the change.”

-Ariana A., Fife High School, WA

Enroll for free at www.Lead4Change.org
WHERE ARE THE STUDENTS?

During the first two years of the pandemic, public school enrollment fell by 1.2 million. Many students transitioned into homeschooling, while others were enrolled in private school or moved out of state. But those trends cannot fully explain public school enrollment losses. An analysis by the Associated Press and Stanford University found that in the 21 states with available data, an estimated 230,000 student absences could not be explained.

"Before this research, we knew virtually nothing about where these kids went," said Thomas Dee, a professor at the Stanford Graduate School of Education. "Now we have some really important evidence to explain a portion of that exodus. But the fact that so much of the loss cannot be explained raises new questions about what will help students get their education back on track."

The 10 states that reported missing students (2019 – 2022)

Number of students who left public school and can’t be accounted for by increased enrollment in private and homeschools or changes in the school-age population.

- Washington 10,614
- Minnesota 5,028
- Wisconsin 2,333
- New York 59,084
- New Hampshire 1,681
- North Carolina 12,072
- Georgia 9,060
- Louisiana 19,166
- California 1,579
- Colorado 15,023

The number of states that expressly authorize the use of naloxone—the over-the-counter drug that reverses opioid overdoses—in K–12 schools.

Rhode Island is the only state that requires all schools to stock the drug. From 2010 – 2021, overdoses among adolescents in the U.S. rose from 518 to 1,146 people. More than two-thirds of those deaths involved fentanyl.
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Educator survey: What factors exist in your school that contribute the most to well-being and positive mental health?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strong positive relationships with other teachers (67%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive school leaders (40%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy in the classroom over instructional decisions (39%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enough sick time and/or personal leave (38%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent opportunities to collaborate with my peers in professional learning communities and common planning (36%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School leaders who care about my mental health (26%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TEACHER FIRED UNDER ‘DIVISIVE CONCEPTS’ LAW

My Shadow is Purple sat on Katie Rinderle’s classroom shelf for a month, until her fifth graders chose it for their morning read-aloud. The next day, Rinderle, a teacher in Cobb County, Georgia, was called into the principal’s office. The book was “divisive,” she was told. The following week, she was sent home for good—and on June 6, she was issued a formal letter of termination, which she appealed with help from her union, the Georgia Association of Educators (GAE), and the Goodmark Law Firm. Rinderle is believed to be the first teacher in Georgia to have been fired because of a trio of vaguely worded 2022 state laws that ban teachers from teaching “divisive concepts.”

Teachers are fearful of [crossing] the invisible line in their classrooms ... because they don’t know where it is,” Rinderle says. So, they self-censor, pulling books from their shelves and shutting down student discussions. Or they just quit.

The consequence is a grim and limited education for students, who are experiencing less access to accurate history lessons. Together, many of these parents are working with NEA members to get diverse books back into the hands of teachers and enable students to learn about what NEA President Becky Pringle calls, “the history, beauty, and diversity of their world.”

Learn more about how you can demand an inclusive, culturally responsive public education system at nea.org/freedom-learn.

RACIAL GAPS IN DISCIPLINE DRIVEN BY SMALL NUMBER OF TEACHERS

Office Discipline Referrals (ODRs)—or visits to the principal’s office—are typically the first formal step in the school discipline process. More formal consequences, including suspension, can soon follow. A team of researchers at the University of Maryland and the University of California, Irvine, explored the role these referrals play in perpetuating racial disparities in exclusionary school discipline. Drawing on data from a large, diverse urban district in California, what the researchers discovered surprised them: A small group of teachers engaged in extensive referring, effectively doubling the racial gaps in such referrals. The top 5 percent of referring teachers issued an average of more than 48 ODRs per year—roughly one ODR every four school days. Top referrers—who tend to be White and early in their career—accounted for 34.8 percent of all ODRs.

The study also found that referrals issued for subjective reasons, such as “interpersonal offenses and defiance”—as opposed to more objective reasons, like violence or drug use—were largely responsible for the increase in racial gaps. “Given that top referrers tend to be teachers early in their careers, targeting professional development supports of classroom management skills for this group of teachers might also be a viable approach to reducing their referring frequency,” said study co-author Jing Liu. “Our analysis highlights that structural supports at certain school levels are warranted.”

DOESN’T ANYONE READ FOR FUN ANYMORE?

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) report released in June showed a disturbing decline in reading scores among 13-year-olds. While that news sparked more concerns about the pace of learning recovery from pandemic-era virtual learning, the NAEP report, or the “Nation’s Report Card,” contained another finding that should alarm educators and parents everywhere. In a separate survey, only 14 percent of students said they read for fun every day. That’s down 3 percentage points from 2020, and 13 percentage points since 1984. In 1984, 35 percent of students reported reading for fun almost daily.

How often students read for fun on their own time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Almost every day</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>40%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: nationsreportcard.gov

IN THE KNOW

CROWN ACT GATHERS MOMENTUM

An important turning point for racial and social justice took place on July 3, 2019, when California Gov. Gavin Newsom signed the CROWN Act (Creating a Respectful and Open World for Natural Hair Act) into law, which legally protects people in workplaces and children in K–12 public schools from discriminatory grooming policies. African Americans have historically experienced discrimination based on their hair. Since then, the movement protecting certain hairstyles, such as afros, braids, twists, cornrows, and locs. Since then, the movement to prohibit race discrimination based on hair has gained momentum across the nation. Today, 23 states have adopted versions of the CROWN Act, with Michigan and Texas signing the two most recent laws this summer.
DO YOU HAVE PAID LEAVE? YOU SHOULD!
By Mary Ellen Flannery

When South Carolina teacher Mv McIntosh had her first child, in 2011, her district provided 10 days of paid sick leave. She bought short-term disability insurance so she could get partial pay while taking four more weeks with her newborn.

“IT’S CRAZY!” says McIntosh, an English teacher at Cane Bay High School, in Summerville. “I’ve talked with teachers who have gone back to work after three weeks.”

South Carolina educators deserve better—and so do their students and families. That’s why members of The South Carolina Education Association (The SCEA) reached out to state lawmakers this spring, making calls, sending emails, and meeting them face-to-face during The SCEA’s annual lobby day.

Consequently, South Carolina became the first Southeastern state to pass a law providing every school employee with six weeks of paid leave following birth or adoption. It also provides two weeks for foster parents.

“We don’t have collective bargaining in South Carolina,” says McIntosh, “but we do have collective action.”

Better family leave helps students, too
As districts struggle to hire and retain educators, NEA members are making the case for more leave. Educators are stressed out and overburdened. If they can’t take time off when they’re sick, or their children are, it’s untenable, McIntosh says.

“In a field where nurturing is such a big part of what we do, we do a very poor job of nurturing the teachers and educators who are expected to do that work,” McIntosh says.

Paid leave leads to healthier educators. And healthier educators are more likely to stay and excel in their jobs.

South Carolina educators aren’t the only ones making this case. Three years ago, the Delaware State Education Association pushed through a law providing 12 weeks of paid family leave for educators. This spring, Education Minnesota won 12 weeks of paid leave for state employees, for a variety of purposes, including bereavement.

Elsewhere, union members are using their collective bargaining rights.

In Malden, Mass., after a one-day strike last fall, educators won 12 weeks of paid leave for new parents.

“That was huge!” says Malden Education Association President Deb Gesualdo.

Months later, Quincy, Mass., educators followed suit.

“When I gave birth, my husband received more paid time off than me,” said Quincy school nurse Molly Ehrlich, when the agreement was announced. “This contract gives me hope for the future.”

Many school staff members are not eligible for unpaid leave through the federal Family and Medical Leave Act. To tell your member of Congress to help, go to nea.org/esp-fmla.

It’s Not Only About Sick Leave
Medical and family leave can improve educators’ health—and help keep them in the profession.

But educators are advocating for and winning other important kinds of leave as well:

Assault/Injury
Last year, 1 in 10 teachers said they had been physically assaulted by students, according to a survey by the EdWeek Research Center. Assault or injury leave provides for paid time off to recover.

Professional Development
In Alaska, the Anchorage Education Association’s contract provides for 750 “member-initiated professional leave days,” to be allocated across the district by a committee.

Parental
Recent parental leave provisions typically provide the same number of days for all parents, regardless of gender or how they became parents.

Deployment
In addition to typical bereavement leave, a few unions have bargained for educators serving in the military to have jobs when they return from deployment. Some also provide time to attend the deployment ceremonies of family members.

Bereavement
In Delaware, per state law, local unions negotiated for educators who experience a miscarriage. In Elk Grove, Calif., those members can take up to three days of paid leave.

Abortion
Some private companies, such as Amazon, made headlines last year when they pledged to provide time and funding for employees traveling out of state to get abortions. Similar types of leaves have not yet been bargained by NEA members, say NEA staff who work with local bargaining teams.

COVID-19
During the pandemic, many local unions negotiated for paid leave to cover mandatory quarantines.

Olympic Leave
Yes, your contract can help you achieve your gold medal dreams! In Delaware, per state law, local contracts provide educators with up to 90 days of paid leave to participate on U.S. Olympic teams.
BURDENED WITH STUDENT DEBT? YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE.

By Mary Ellen Flannery

O regon paraeducator Laura Warren is still reeling—with joy, with astonishment, and with deep relief. Early this year, she learned that a mountain of student debt, nearly $138,000, had been lifted from her shoulders. Warren had borrowed decades earlier from the federal government to help pay for her children’s college education. "I paid and I paid and I paid, for years and years and years," she says. "We’re talking, holy cow, my youngest just had his 20th high school reunion! It’s been a long time!"

"I was convinced I was going to die with this debt. Because, in my lifetime, I couldn’t possibly pay it off," says Warren, president of the Lebanon Education Support Professionals Association (LESPA).

But then Warren received that unbelievable email. And then she called her federal loan servicer. And then, she—and the woman on the other end of the line—both burst into tears.

Laura Warren had $138,000 in student loans forgiven!

What is Public Service Loan Forgiveness?

Many NEA members, like Kentucky custodian Matthew Powell, have taken out federal loans to fund their higher education; others, like Warren, borrowed to help pay for their children’s college expenses.

Today, both Powell and Warren have zero balances, thanks to the Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program—and to the NEA resources they used to navigate the federal program.

Unlike Teacher Loan Forgiveness, PSLF is available to paraeducators, school office staff, custodians, and other education support professionals (ESPs).

In late 2021, Powell had the balance of his federal student loan debt—nearly $12,000—that he had borrowed as a graduate student—erased through PSLF. His advice to his colleagues? Learn about Public Service Loan Forgiveness.

"Even if you don’t think you qualify, you should reach out and see," he advises.

"Now I can take that money and spend it on my students!" says Powell, who was the NEA 2019 Education Support Professional (ESP) of the Year. "It’s been really helpful to have that extra income."

'IT CHANGED MY LIFE!'

Illinois library associate Jill Scarcelli owes about $150,000, despite doing everything right. Her three children had academic scholarships. One attended community college before transferring to Illinois State University; another attended Illinois State all four years. (Her oldest went to a private university, but his education was the least expensive, thanks to need-based aid.)

"It’s been really helpful to have that extra income. "

"I applied on my own and got denied— for a crazy little thing like the street address on my application didn’t exactly match the address on my tax form."

Then, while attending an Illinois Education Association conference, Scarcelli learned about the NEA Student Debt Navigator, a program offered through NEA Members Benefits.

Free to NEA members, the program provides individualized help, so borrowers can get into the right repayment program and file the paperwork to enroll in PSLF.

Warren also relied on NEA’s help. "It was like a three-minute application—and it changed my life!" she exclaims. "I couldn’t even keep up with the interest. And, even with an income-based payment, it was still a lot."

"Every month, I was like, ‘How am I going to pay this?’ I used to tell my kids that the good thing was it was going to die with me. That was the good thing!"

In 2021, Scarcelli learned about the NEA Student Loan Debt Forgiveness website, which helped her find her loan servicer and file the paperwork to enroll in PSLF.

"I was so excited! I couldn’t believe all that was happening."

Since then, her three children have graduated from college with no debt. "It changed my life!" she says. "I paid and I paid, for years and years and years."

In late 2021, Powell had the balance of his federal student loan debt—nearly $12,000—that he had borrowed as a graduate student—erased through PSLF.

His advice to his colleagues? Learn about Public Service Loan Forgiveness.

"If you don’t think you qualify, you should reach out and see," he advises.

"Now I can take that money and spend it on my students!" says Powell, who was the NEA 2019 Education Support Professional (ESP) of the Year. "It’s been really helpful to have that extra income."

AS OF MAY 2023, MORE THAN 615,000 TEACHERS, SCHOOL CUSTODIANS, NURSES, AND OTHER PUBLIC SERVICE WORKERS HAVE RECEIVED LOAN FORGIVENESS FROM THE BIDEN ADMINISTRATION.

Get Help From NEA!

Check out NEA resources on student debt at nea.org/student-debt-support.
quick takes

WHAT DOES YOUR PERFECT SCHOOL DAY LOOK LIKE?

“I’m a middle school counselor. A perfect day would be students feeling safe and happy outside of my office and outside of our school.”
—Erika Zamora, California

“I get a paycheck proportionate to my skills and qualifications.”
—George N.

“I’m in Jackson, Miss. We’d have clean running water to drink and flush. Currently, we flush the toilet in the faculty bathroom with the water in a 50-gallon garbage can.”
—Carol M.

“Class size under 20, enabling a mix of whole class, collaborative, and independent work.”
—Fawn J., Alaska

“A DAY WITHOUT ADMINISTERING OR PREPPING FOR STANDARDIZED TESTS.”
—Debbie G.

“Imaginations engaged!”
—Ardis G.

“We want to know what’s on your mind. We asked this question on NEA Today’s Facebook page and received so many great answers! Keep an eye on facebook.com/neatoday for our next question, and share this link with your fellow NEA members.”

SPARKING A PASSION FOR POLITICS

Early in Rochelle Greenwell’s career, she wanted to help her fellow paraeducators receive more professional development. Her unions, the Washington Education Association (WEA) and the Kent Association of Paraeducators (KAP), provided an avenue for her through a lobbying training program called Poli SPARKS.

She attended her first training in 2018. “After that weekend, I not only was versed on the union’s political advocacy, but I knew I discovered a passion,” says Greenwell, who works at Kent Elementary School.

Poli SPARKS is intended to build curiosity and enthusiasm for political activism and organizing. It’s a two-part training that teaches participants valuable advocacy skills and organizing tips, with a focus on virtual lobbying. Participants interact with insiders and decision-makers at the state capital and get a close-up look at how government works at the state and federal levels.

“It takes a lot to impress me, but when I attended my first Poli SPARKS training in Olympia, all I could say was, ‘Wow!’” Greenwell says. The program is a hands-on experience offered to all WEA educators in their first six years of working in a public school.

Feeling empowered

One of the first bills Greenwell lobbied for would allow paraeducators to take 28 hours of professional development paid for by the state. Greenwell was inspired and honored to be the voice of advocacy for all paraeducators in Washington.

“I was so proud when the bill was passed and implemented in 2019,” she says.

Two years after attending her first Poli SPARKS training—and scores of lobbying visits and union meetings later—she is now president of her local association, serving 400 members.

Her first order of business? Visiting schools and connecting with members and potential members. “I have a strong desire to meet people where they are and let them know the union is there for them, and I am there for them,” Greenwell shares. “This was especially important after the pandemic.

“It is also my job to identify leaders in our schools and train them to make a difference and get involved,” she adds.

While most days still feel chaotic to Greenwell—working in the classroom, leading KAP, and being a mom to her 25-year-old daughter—these are the roles she cherishes.

“They are the roles I know will make a difference to the next generation,” she says.

—JANET RIVERA MEDNIK

“I have a strong desire to meet people where they are and let them know the union is there for them, and I am there for them.”
—Rochelle Greenwell, paraeducator, Washington
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A TRAILBLAZER FOR LGBTQ+ RIGHTS

By Carol Watchler, as told to Janet Rivera Mednik

The popular television shows of the 1950s featured stereotypical suburban families and suggested that life was good and only getting better. Those were the formative years of my youth. However, life was far from ideal for people who did not conform, including people like me, whose sexual orientation was at odds with what was considered mainstream.

We had two choices: Stay in the closet, or face widespread discrimination. For me, it was a clear decision to try to change that, and I’m pleased and proud to have played a part. At the time, I was a high school math and science teacher, so the New Jersey Education Association (NJEA) was one path to change.

In 1985, other LGBTQ+ members asked me to address the NJEA Delegate Assembly to make the case that sexual orientation should be included in existing anti-discrimination laws. As a non-delegate, I wondered how this “coming out” and taking a public stand would go over with my district and others who did not know my situation. With my knees shaking and my voice sometimes quavering, I explained why our union needed to take a leading role in what many deemed a highly controversial issue.

Enthusiastic applause and a voice vote followed my remarks. Finally, the chair announced: “The measure has been approved.” I can still hear it today. Some delegates challenged the vote, but when the chair asked for a standing vote, they backed down. It was a watershed moment for me and confirmed my future as an activist teacher.

Decades of progress

After another six years of work and the support of NJEA, LGBTQ+ inclusion became part of our state’s anti-discrimination law. During this time, our community was losing friends and colleagues to the AIDS epidemic, and discrimination was rampant. Our LGBTQ+ students also felt threatened and insecure. The LGBTQ+ community continued our fight to gain inclusion on a national scale. In 1987, we formed the NEA Gay and Lesbian (now LGBTQ) Caucus. I became a caucus co-chair with an ambitious agenda of electing progressive leaders, fighting against discriminatory practices, and developing training to meet the needs of gay and lesbian education employees and students. The NEA’s adoption of inclusion allowed much of this to become reality.

More action is still needed, including getting the federal Equality Act passed and ensuring that all students are safe and respected. Along with my education advocacy, I also work for the Bayard Rustin Center for Social Justice, in Princeton, where I help LGBTQ+ students navigate their paths. I am grateful for NJEA and NEA and their part in the legacy I leave, and the opportunities for ordinary members to effect lasting change.

Carol Watchler (left) leads the Pride Parade in Princeton, N.J.
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Meet the New NEA-Retired President

Former teacher Anita Gibson found her voice—and she wants to help every NEA-Retired member find theirs, too.

By James Paterson

Before Anita Gibson became a teacher, she veered away from leadership and speaking obligations. But she found her voice the first time she stood in front of an elementary school classroom in her hometown of Rainsville, Ala. “I was very uncomfortable even speaking and uncertain about teaching, but in a classroom, I found my passion,” says Gibson, who became the president of NEA-Retired on Sept. 1. “I could connect with these students and get them interested in learning.” That success gave her the confidence to lead in her union, first as president of the DeKalb County Education Association (DCEA) and later as president of the Alabama Education Association and as an active member of the NEA Board of Directors. “Most recently she served as an NEA-Retired member of the Board. “As NEA-Retired celebrated its 40th anniversary in June, the great work of the organization hit home,” reflects Gibson. “I want to continue that legacy.” She wants to ensure that recent retirees become members and are given a voice through training and pathways for their input and leadership. “We have great local leaders, but often there isn’t a place for them in retirement. I’d like to partner them with experienced retirees to lead this organization and develop new ideas.”

Focusing on inclusion

As president of her local, Gibson found that she enjoyed helping fellow educators, such as teachers struggling with classroom management or oversized classrooms.

New NEA-Retired President Anita Gibson accepts the ceremonial gavel from outgoing president, Sarah Bogrman, at the Retired Annual Meeting, in June.

Working for future generations

Neither Gibson nor her husband, Garry, started out as teachers. But they both loved working with young people. They agreed to get their teaching degrees, alternating time between work, classes, and caring for a newly adopted baby girl. Today, their daughter teaches in the same school that Gibson did, and the Gibsons’ grandchildren are students there, too. “I’m concerned about the environment my daughter goes into every day. I want her and all educators to feel safe and valued,” Gibson says. “I want my grandchildren and their classmates to be successful and productive citizens, and I want educators to be able to retire with dignity. I know we can make strides toward those goals.”

Over the years, CHEER grants have provided school supplies for a first-year kindergarten teacher, replaced teaching materials lost in a fire, and helped create a classroom calming corner for students, among many other supports.

Former CHEER Fund board member Jo Wanda Bozeman continues to help teachers apply for grants. Recently, she supported a middle school music teacher in obtaining funds to build a wall organizer for percussion instruments. “It’s one of the ways that I can give back,” Bozeman says. “No one turns down money, especially teachers, when they can get things to help enhance teaching and learning.”

—ALINDA MONTES
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Announcing the 2024 NEA-Retired Communications Awards!

Every year, the NEA-Retired Executive Council Communications Committee recognizes NEA-Retired affiliates for outstanding communications work in the following categories:

• Established State Retired Newsletter (Published more than three years)
• State Retired Newsletter (Published fewer than three years)
• Established Local Retired Newsletter
• E-Newsletter
• State Retired Website

To apply, visit nea.org/RAM and scroll down to Communications Awards. Applications must be postmarked by April 15, 2024.

NEA-Retired Membership Awards

The winners of this year’s NEA-Retired Membership Awards were announced at the NEA-Retired Annual Meeting, in June. The Retired state groups with the largest membership gains were the Pennsylvania State Education Association-Retired (1,047 new members) and Education Minnesota Retired (8.7 percent increase). This year’s runners-up were the California Teachers Association/NEA-Retired (1,181 new members) and Education Minnesota Retired (8.7 percent increase).

The “Spirit of Membership Award” goes to the North Carolina Retired Educators’ Association. That group’s membership has increased by 15 percent in the past year. The NEA-Retired leadership presented the award to the group for its growth and development efforts.

LINDA MONTES
The Road Less Traveled

Forget mai tais on a beach. Many retired educators seek out learning vacations, where they can delve into history and experience new cultures.

By James Paterson

Prielipp, who travels with Grand Circle Travel and its affiliate, Overseas Adventure Travel, experienced this deeper learning in France’s Basque country, where she gained a better understanding of the region’s decades-long movement to be independent from Spain and France. One of her most challenging experiences, however, was visiting a cafe in Agra, India, run by women who had been victims of acid attacks. They showed resilience and were survivors, not victims," Prielipp says. "A true lesson in overcoming economic and psychological hardships." Prielipp revels in the connections she makes with local people and in learning about their history. "We become ambassadors, too," she says. "I hope we make an impression that we are interested in them and respect their way of life.”

"There is a misconception that Mexico is such a dangerous place," Shepard reflects. "These people were so kind to us and just wanted to show us their culture.”

Shepard was born. "We have been educators all our lives, so we are learners and very teachable.”

—Lee Ann Prielipp, retired English Teacher, Washington

"We have been educators all our lives, so we are learners and very teachable.”

—Pat Shepard, retired Spanish teacher, Nebraska

Gary Milby

"We have been educators all our lives, so we are learners and very teachable.”

—Pat Shepard, retired Spanish teacher, Nebraska

"Monet and the Passion Play"

Some retired educators, like Gary Milby, are their own travel guides. A former language arts teacher in Blackwood, N.J., Milby used to arrange student trips abroad. When he retired in 1997, he didn't stop traveling—or planning! For more than a decade, he has been arranging trips for members of his local, the Camden County Retirees’ Education Association. He wanted to travel with a group and hoped the trips would grow membership and connections among retirees.

It's a lot more work than using one of the firms that plans these trips, but you can customize it to what you want," he says.

The group has traveled within the U.S.; farther afield to Claude Monet's famous home and garden in Giverny, France; and to the Oberammergau region of Germany to attend the internationally known Passion Play. Performed every 10 years since the 1600s, the Passion Play features the passion and death of Jesus and is performed by the town’s residents in their traditional costumes.

"It’s a lot more work than using one of the firms that plans these trips, but you can customize it to what you want,” he says.

The group has traveled within the U.S.; farther afield to Claude Monet’s famous home and garden in Giverny, France; and to the Oberammergau region of Germany to attend the internationally known Passion Play. Performed every 10 years since the 1600s, the Passion Play features the passion and death of Jesus and is performed by the town’s residents in their traditional costumes.

"Prielipp takes a four-legged tour of a vineyard in Italy.
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—Pat Shepard, retired Spanish teacher, Nebraska

Shepard in Oaxaca, Mexico (left to right): At a mole and mezcal tasting; and learning to prepare a traditional four-course meal.
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Shepard in Oaxaca, Mexico (left to right): At a mole and mezcal tasting; and learning to prepare a traditional four-course meal.
play features a cast and crew of more than 2,000 residents.

**Wildlife and warfare**

“In this age of internet and smart technology, it is easy to access photographs and stories about nearly every place on the planet,” says Maureen Poschman of Smithsonian Journeys. “Educational travel is an opportunity to go beyond simply scratching the surface and delve deeper by experiencing a culture in an authentic way,” she adds.

For some retirees, like former elementary music teacher Kristi Keast, these rich learning experiences can be found in nature. She recalls a Road Scholar trip to Newfoundland as one of her most memorable adventures.

“A lot of it was outdoors, and as we walked, we had geologists, botanists, wildlife-workers, rangers, and historians join us at different times,” Keast says. “And there’s always a reading list to learn about the area in advance.”

Along the way, she explored Newfoundland’s history and archeology as well as the fishing industry, local wildlife, and the science of the ocean. “There is so much stimulating information,” says Keast, who lives in Mount Vernon, Iowa. “So much to do while you are there, and so much to remember.”

Linwood, N.J., retiree Anne Cancelmo found stimulation in an immersive trip to the Middle East, where she saw some of the oldest structures created by humans. She also traveled to Croatia, where her group spent time with a family who was forced to flee the country in the 1990s, during the Croatian War of Independence. After seven years away, they returned to rebuild.

Cancelmo, who was a special education teacher, consultant, and school counselor, was also fascinated by the music and food in Cuba and loved going on safari in Kenya and Tanzania. “It keeps us active physically and mentally, and often results in connections that continue after the trip,” she says. And she notes that tours are available in a range of lengths and costs. “You want to have these experiences as you get older. You just have to put your mind to it and do it.”

---

**Find the Learning Vacation That’s Right for You**

Have the travel bug, but don’t know how to get started? Here are some tips from Brian Hoyt, of EF Education First, which is known for its student trips and offers adult travel through EF Go Ahead Tours.

**Do your homework.**

Carefully research the planners and know their policies about safety and unforeseen problems. Study costs, including unexpected fees, and whether airfare and other transportation is included.

Consider the size of the group. Some experts say 12–16 people is about right, because fewer can be too cozy and more can become cumbersome.

**Look closely at the itinerary.**

Understand the rigor of the trip and the expertise of the guides and experts. Think through time of day for popular locations: Early morning and late afternoon are quieter and cooler, and timed tickets for indoor tours or museums are a good way to escape the midday heat.

Consider taking frequent stops for small meals, since eating or drinking are often the best way to experience a culture. Investigate travel insurance as well as international communication options such as WhatsApp or Google Voice.

**Find a comfortable price.**

Each tour provider offers trips at varying lengths and price points. Educational tourism can include a short jaunt within the U.S. or a monthlong journey to a far-flung destination. Prices can range from about $2,000 to $12,000 and up.

**Think about your health.**

Plan ahead for your medical needs. Consider bringing medications for digestive discomfort; pack extra prescription medicines in case your trip is unexpectedly delayed; and consider what you will do if you or a travel companion contracts COVID-19 or another ailment while traveling. And be sure to take time out for rest during your travels.

**Pack thoughtfully.**

Take less clothing and bring small packets of laundry detergent to handwash as you go, if needed. Pack sunscreen, an umbrella, a phone charger, and a reusable water bottle (many countries don’t offer water for sale or potable water as readily as in the U.S.).

---

(From left) Lee Ann Priellip, in Bhutan; Kristi Keast, in Lake Tahoe Basin.

(From left) Cancelmo at the Pyramids of Giza, in Egypt, and at Mendenhall Glacier, in Alaska.

“It keeps us active physically and mentally and often results in connections that continue after the trip.”

—Anne Cancelmo, former special education teacher and counselor, New Jersey
Why being a teacher cost one retiree $111,384

Former teacher Martha Karlovetz is one of millions of public servants who have been deprived of their Social Security. NEA is leading the charge to change that.

By Amanda Litvinov

GPO is to blame. Karlovetz is not alone. More than 2 million hard-working Americans across the U.S. have found the Social Security benefits they earned are slashed or eliminated altogether because of GPO. More than 730,000 people are affected by GPO. Millions more will be impacted after they retire, unless the provisions are repealed.

'That can't be right!' In 15 states, educators and other public employees like police officers, postal workers, and firefighters pay into their state pension systems, but they do not pay into Social Security. The flawed thinking behind WEP is that none of these public employees have earned Social Security benefits—which fails to take into account that many educators hold second jobs and work summer gigs that absolutely do require them to pay Social Security taxes.

Karlovetz, for example, worked full-time at a paper company for six years while she earned her teaching degree. She also paid into Social Security during the nine years she served as president of the Missouri National Education Association. Career-changers who become educators later in life are particularly vulnerable. They may have paid into Social Security for decades and have fewer years to earn pension benefits. Then there’s GPO, which reduces spouse or survivor benefits when a family member who paid into Social Security dies. Over 70 percent of those affected by GPO lose their entire spousal benefit. Some widowed educators might receive that benefit while they are still working. But the minute they retire and start receiving a pension, they will no longer receive the benefit that their loved one earned.

‘When I explain all of this to my colleagues, the first thing they say is, ‘That can’t be right—that’s not fair!’” says Meg Gruber, a retired teacher from Virginia who serves as chair of the NEA-Retired Legislative Committee and sits on the NEA-Retired Executive Council. Another thing Gruber shares with anyone who will listen is that GPO/WEP is really a 50-state compromise, Karlovetz says. “We have 45,000 people in Virginia alone who are affected, even though we are not a GPO/WEP state,” Gruber says. Those folks were public servants in GPO/WEP states before moving to Virginia. Those who continue to work in Virginia are required to pay into Social Security even though they will receive diminished or zero benefits from the program, simply because they previously worked in a GPO/WEP state.

‘We’re getting closer’ Gruber and Karlovetz were among more than two dozen NEA members from all 15 GPO/WEP states who traveled to Washington, D.C., in May, as part of the NEA-Retired Day of Action. Their goal? To lobby for legislation such as the NEA-Retired activists held more than 130 meetings with lawmakers and their staff. Rep. Garret Graves—a Republican from Louisiana who introduced the House bill in January—met with the group to personally thank them for their hard work on this issue. The activists also met with Rep. Pete Aguilar from California as well as Reps. John Larson, Rosa DeLauro, and Joe Courtney, all from Connecticut. In addition, online activists sent 10,585 email messages through the NEA Action Center at nea.org/GPOWEP. Following the NEA lobby day, 14 additional representatives signed on to the legislation as co-sponsors, bringing the total up to 288 in the House and 44 in the Senate. At press time, just one more co-sponsor was needed to reach the 290 threshold needed for a vote under current House rules.

“We’ve got to keep educating our own members on this issue so they will continue to call and write and lobby for change,” Gruber says.

“You do not need to be from a GPO/WEP state to ask your members of Congress to support this bill.”

—Meg Gruber, former teacher and NEA-Retired Legislative Committee chair, Virginia
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FAQ: GPO/WEP Explained

What is the Government Pension Offset (GPO)?

GPO reduces or eliminates the Social Security spousal or survivor benefits of people who also get a pension based on federal, state, or local government employment that is not covered by Social Security. It impacts more than 780,000 educators.

What is the Windfall Elimination Provision (WEP)?

WEP reduces or eliminates Social Security benefits for people who, over the course of their careers, hold jobs covered by Social Security and jobs not covered by Social Security—including educators who take part-time or summer jobs to make ends meet. It affects more than 2 million educators.

In which states are educators impacted?

There are 15 states where educators are affected by GPO/WEP: Alaska, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia*, Illinois, Kentucky*, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Missouri, Nevada, Ohio, Rhode Island, and Texas. But there are educators and former educators in all 50 states who have worked in GPO/WEP states and were affected by these unfair provisions even if they have moved to non-GPO/WEP states.

*Only some districts in these states are affected.

Make your voice heard today! Learn more and write your member of Congress through NEA’s online action center at nea.org/GPOWEP.

Support your fellow educators even if you don’t live in a GPO/WEP state. To repeal these unfair laws, we need support from members of Congress from every state!

What can you do to help?

Take Action

The voices of NEA-Retired members are at the heart of NEA’s advocacy to repeal GPO/WEP. Here are more of their stories:

ELSTON FLOWERS

CAREER: Spanish teacher, Illinois

 RETIRED: in 2020; served 33 years

 AFFECTED BY: WEP

 MONTHLY SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT: $19

 GPO and WEP take a greater toll as retirees get older. That’s one of the messages that Flowers wants to get across when he explains the issue to colleagues or talks to elected leaders about why it should be repealed.

“Folks who retired long ago had lower salaries, and their pension payments are lower. If a spouse who received Social Security passes away, they will get no spousal benefit. And some of them have to pay into Medicare in order to have that coverage,” Flowers explains.

Right now, Flow- ers is able to do the thing he most want- ed to do in retirement: travel. He’s recently been to Greece, Mexico, Spain, and Romania. But having been a teacher in a GPO/WEP state, he knows that he will not get the benefit for all the side jobs and summer work where he paid into Social Security. Things will get tighter over time as Medi- care costs rise.

“There may come a day when instead of receiving $19, I’m paying who knows how much for Medicare coverage,” he says.

GAYLE HARBO

CAREER: High school math teacher, Alaska

 RETIRED: in 1993; served 25 years

 AFFECTED BY: GPO and WEP

 MONTHLY SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT: $0

 As a member of a female-dominated profession, Harbo says she has seen many women bear the brunt of GPO/WEP.

“I’d be up a creek without my state pension,” Harbo says. And that’s why she is deeply concerned for younger gener- ations who retire from public service in her state.

“In 2006, our state went from providing a defined benefit pension to a 401(k)-style pension that simply doesn’t come with the same stability,” she explains. “Plus, it’s a GPO/WEP state, so if educators work other jobs or come to Alaska from a state where they paid into Social Security, they will never get that full benefit and might get nothing at all.”

Harbo’s husband received Social Security, but when he died five years ago, that income abruptly stopped, GPO bars Harbo from receiving spousal benefits. Harbo won- ders how law- makers don’t see that fixing these problems is key to ending the teacher shortage crisis.

“Our state lawmakers have to tell us what they can to stop the tremendous turnover we have among teachers here in Alaska. And we’ve got to do every- thing we can to repeal GPO/WEP. It’s too discour- aging for people to go into teaching in these states.”

SUSAN STRADER

CAREER: K–8 technology and other subjects, Connecticut

 RETIREMENT: Plans to retire after the 2023–2024 school year; served 13 years

 AFFECTED BY: WEP and potentially GPO

 MONTHLY SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT: $0 until age 67; then unknown

Strader knows that when she says she will soon retire from teaching, people en- vision a big pension waiting for her because she is in Connecticut.

“Good sal- aries, big pen- sions—that’s what everyone as- sumes,” she says. But what those folks don’t realize is that in her state, you have to work a whopping 37 years to get a full pension. That’s not possible for Strader, who worked for 13 years in corpo- rate America and then stayed home for 12 years to raise her kids before becoming a teacher. Though she has worked for the school district for 18 years, only 13 of those will be under a teacher’s contract by the time she retires.

“I’ll end up receiving 16.9 percent of a pension,” Strader says.

Because of WEP, her Social Security benefit will be dras- tically reduced, and because of GPO, she will not receive a spousal benefit should her husband die before her.

“As a woman, I want to know that I can live inde- pendently,” Strader says. “I’ve worked hard to earn and save for many years, but the truth is that if I weren’t married, I couldn’t pay my mortgage once I retire.”

Strader believes most teachers actually do pay into Social Security at some point.

“So many teachers work over the summer, they tutor, they have second jobs,” she points out. “Even the stipends we receive have a FICA withdrawal.”

It’s time to stop ignoring these problems, Strader says. “We can repeal GPO/ WEP. State legislatures can develop a matrix that makes our retirement more fair and stable. All we’re asking is that we receive the benefits we earned.”

—Gayle Harbo, retired math teacher, Alaska
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There’s a Revolution Happening in Some Math Classes

By Mary Ellen Flannery

The stereotypical question on a standardized math test goes something like, “You’re in a hot-air balloon and you’re traveling... Ligh. Who cares? “None of my students have been in a damn hot-air balloon!” says Louisville, Ky., math teacher Kumar Rashad. This is the problem with a lot of math education. Despite decades of effort to make it more relevant to students, to be more about concepts than computation, not much has changed. This century’s “new math” is a lot like last century’s old math. Boring.

It’s time for a fresh approach, say many NEA members. Whether it’s teaching math through ethnic studies or with a social justice lens, or asking real-world questions that pique curiosity and enthusiasm, math education needs to become more interesting. More fun, too.

Creating purpose

A decade ago, Karim Ani was attending a town hall meeting about the Affordable Care Act, listening to Northern Virginians lose their heads, when he had a small epiphany. “If we could have this conversation through what is fundamentally sixth-grade math, we wouldn’t necessarily agree, but the conversation would be much more constructive!”

That realization changed the way he thought about math education. “I’d been treating math as something to look at, when it should be something to look with,” says Ani, author of Dear Citizen Math: How Math Class Can Inspire a More Rational and Respectful Society.

Today, Ani’s learning platform, Citizen Math, provides teachers in grades 6–12 with two-day lesson plans that ask questions like, “Should the government increase the minimum wage?” (Or the most popular one: “Should people with small feet pay less for shoes?”) Most often, there isn’t a right answer, Ani says.

“For us, [the question is] more about do you enjoy the act of learning,” says Ani. “Are you getting better at analyzing issues? Do you see a purpose in school?”

Creating better people

Ani calls math a prism—something to look through. Rashad calls it a tool. In his classes at Breckenridge Metropolitan High School, Rashad asks students to dive into the school district’s COVID-19 data or actual Louisville neighborhood crime stats and create multyear projections.

Do they see linear growth? Or is it exponential? From there, they talk about policy solutions that might help keep them safe.

His goal isn’t to create better math students. “It’s to create better people,” he says.

Rashad sees a few—maybe more than a few—problems with math education in the U.S. For one, it’s too compartmentalized.

“There’s no reason you can’t teach math and science simultaneously,” he points out. For another, he adds, it’s too focused on teaching to the standards—or, in other words, to teaching to the test.

“We should treat it as a tool to solve local issues,” says Rashad, who is also a local Metro Council member. Nearly nine of 10 Breckenridge students are Black, and Rashad frequently uses math to address social and racial justice issues. He’s not alone in thinking that math can and should be taught through a social justice lens.

Creating activists

In DeAndrea Jones’ preschool classroom, math is viewed through a social and racial justice lens. That is who she is. That is her lens on life.

For her, this doesn’t just affect what she teaches—although she does have math lessons that enliven Black history. It also shapes how she teaches her 4-year-olds. Her students’ interests and questions drive her classroom activities.

“Much of mathematics teaching is listening to children’s thinking and allowing the children’s questions and thoughts to drive the discussion,” she says. In this way, Jones ensures that her students know they have a voice.

She also makes sure they have fun. When young students engage in play, they’re more likely to employ “non-routine problem-solving” and practice perseverance, Jones says.

Too few teachers understand the importance of letting students lead, especially at the elementary level, says Marian Dingle, a former Georgia teacher who provides professional development on math education. Dingle spent the first weeks of every year asking students a million questions. Their answers guided her curricula.
"I lean toward curriculum that is generated or co-generated with students, with teachers, with communities—things generated out of students’ interests," she says.

But it’s not just curricula. When you teach math through ethnic studies, "it encompasses actual pedagogical teaching practices and the ways we assess students," says Seattle high school teacher Shraddha Shirude.

In Shirude’s classroom, students are free to make mistakes. "Students are free to correct the teacher. They can say ‘I disagree and this is why,’ and it becomes a critical conversation," says Shirude. "The purpose of my classroom is to create critical thinkers who challenge the world. We see that in English and history classes—but we don’t see it as often in STEM classes."

For Shirude, who also is a curriculum director at Washington Ethnic Studies Now, this often means project-based learning. Her students look at math transformations—like rotation and reflection—through shapes found in indigenous plants. They learn about symmetry and congruence and similarity through a unit inspired by the AIDS quilt. And, like Dingle, Shirude works collaboratively.

"My curriculum is co-constructed with colleagues, students, and family members," she says. "If you’re doing it alone, it’s not ethnic studies."

Creating educators
As part of Black History Month lessons, Jones used to have students simulate Harriet Tubman’s rescues of enslaved people. Using mathematical language, spatial thinking, and measurement, her 4-year-olds created "pathways to freedom." For example, "Take five steps under the circular table ... then turn right at the filing table to freedom!" Math plus Black history equaled fun.

But this lesson wouldn’t work for every teacher. Jones acknowledges. Jones is a Black woman who has taught at the same school for 20-plus years. She knows her community. Parents equally know and respect her. When Jones wrote about this activity in a math journal, and White teachers copied it, she says, "some got pushback."

Similarly, while Dingle taught through a social justice lens, she doesn’t recommend it for everyone. "Can you define social justice? Can you defend it? I would start with the inner work. ... If you can’t practice social justice in your personal life, if you can’t point to it in your personal life, you have no business practicing it with kids," she warns.

Get good training, Shirude urges. Look to experienced educators and community resources. And be brave, she says. People often fear incorporating ethnic studies into math, she says. "There’s this fear that it takes something away," she explains. "But it’s less about adding [ethnic studies] to math curriculum and more about figuring out why we teach it!"

Unlike standardized tests, this approach addresses the most essential question, says Shirude. It’s this: "Why do we give a f*#$ about math?"
Rural Schools Take on the Mental Health Crisis

When educators, parents, and students filed into the town hall center in Hamlin, W.Va., one day in April, they were determined and hopeful that they would change minds. The school board had recently announced plans to lay off the 10 social workers employed by Lincoln County public schools. The county, everyone was told, simply could not afford them.

Putting a price on children’s mental health seemed abhorrent. One by one, community members stood at the microphone and implored board members to find the money. The social workers were saving lives, and they were determined and hopeful.

‘IF WE DON’T GIVE THEM THE HELP … THEY NEED, MANY ARE NOT GOING TO MAKE IT’

By Tim Walker

The school board listened impassively and expressed concern but said their hands were tied. The grant that paid for the positions had expired, and there were no available funds in the general budget. Anyway, there were other priorities—including the possibility of a new school sports complex.

The school board's decision was heartbreaking and gut-wrenching, says Cassie Stone, vice principal of Duval PK-8 school, in Hamlin.

“It felt like a slap in the face. The trauma our students are facing is very real. They can’t focus on learning. If we don’t give them the help and resources they need, many are not going to make it.”

Record levels of sadness and anxiety

The surging mental health crisis facing young people has been on the nation’s radar since the pandemic. This heightened awareness, however, didn’t make the results from a recent survey any less shocking. In March 2023, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention found that 42 percent of high school students were suffering from overwhelming stress and anxiety—a 50 percent increase from 2011. But the data on girls was especially alarming. Nearly 3 in 5 girls felt persistently “sad or hopeless”—double that of boys.

That figure represents a nearly 60 percent increase from 2011 and the highest level reported over the past decade. Nearly 1 in 3 seriously considered attempting suicide—up nearly 60 percent from a decade ago. Among LGBTQ+ youth, the trends were even more alarming.

Students of all ages and backgrounds are experiencing these heightened levels of stress, anxiety, and trauma. But young people in rural communities are facing graver challenges. Serious mental illness, adolescent depression, psychological distress, and suicide are higher in rural areas than in urban areas.

Mental health services are limited in rural communities, and a lack of public transportation makes it difficult for many to seek help far away. Although telehealth is more widely available, it remains an imperfect solution. Rural schools are also disproportionately affected by staff shortages. Recruiting and retaining counselors, psychologists, and social workers in remote areas is a perennial challenge. Case-loads can be overwhelming, leading to staff burnout and higher turnover rates.

And then there is the stigma.

“There are those ‘old school values’ in our town that prevent people from seeing the benefit of mental health treatment. It’s still taboo,” says Athena Robinson, who teaches social studies to middle schoolers in California City, located in the Mojave Desert.

Factor in high levels of substance abuse and the widespread availability of firearms, and it’s “a perfect storm scenario,” says Catherine Bradshaw, associate dean at the University of Virginia (UVA) and co-director of the National Center for Rural School Mental Health.

Make it’ not going to make it

“Ten-year-old Grace told the board how her social worker helped her through post-traumatic stress disorder after a recent car accident.

“If they take away those social workers, . . . people with depression and suicidal thoughts . . . suicide will increase,” she told a local TV reporter after the meeting, as she fought back tears. “It’s not OK!”

The school board had listened impassively and expressed concern but said their hands were tied. The grant that paid for the positions had expired, and there were no available funds in the general budget. Anyway, there were other priorities—including the possibility of a new school sports complex.

The county could keep one social worker. The other nine would have to go.
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The social workers speak to our kids every day,“ says Catricia Martin of the West Virginia Education Association (WVEA). “They are an integral part of this community.”
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The influx of federal funds from the Biden Administration’s American Rescue Plan (ARP) and the Bipartisan Safer Communities Act—both championed by NEA—have boosted many schools’ ability to support student mental health and social and emotional learning.

But school leaders and educators, especially in many rural communities, continue to struggle with dwindling resources and a stubborn lack of attention to the severity of the crisis.

“We’ve made more preventative interventions prior to the pandemic, and now we have more stress on the system than ever before,” Bradshaw says.

**The burden on school counselors**

In many rural communities, a school counselor or psychologist may spend hours in the car each day, traveling long distances to visit multiple districts.

Haley Kunze and Brandy Rose, who are psychologists for Nebraska’s Educational Service Unit 7 (ESU 7), do just that. ESU 7 is 1 of 19 education subdivisions in the state and serves 13,000 students in 19 school districts across 7 counties. Kunze, Rose, and their colleagues fan out each day, sometimes driving an hour from their respective homes to their first school visit.

“I usually drive somewhere between 1,000 to 2,000 miles every month,” Rose says. “You get used to it, but it can be exhausting.”

Prior to the pandemic, the psychologists’ school visits usually entailed check-ins with special education teachers as well as testing and evaluations. Since 2020, however, they have fielded more requests from teachers to meet one-on-one with students who need help with social skills and emotional regulation.

“My workload in that area has doubled over the past few years,” Kunze says.

But time and resources are limited. And the counselors in ESU 7—and across the nation—are stretched thin.

The three pillars of school counselors’ work are academic development, career development, and social and emotional development. They are not therapists, says fill Cook, president of the American School Counselor Association.

“Counselors help ensure that the systems are in place to get students the help they need,” Cook explains. “But schools need social workers, school psychologists, school nurses—all those school-based mental health personnel to support students.”

**All hands on deck**

In ESU 7, Kunze and Rose say community support for their work is strong, and awareness of the severity of the mental health problem has increased. But moving the work forward and being able to focus on “Tier 1,” or preventative strategies, as well as social and emotional learning, and less on reactive measures should be the next step.

“The heavy loads our counselors are taking on, we need more funding and resources to address our students’ mental health,” Kunze says.

Rose recently represented the Nebraska State Education Association at the state legislature, in Lincoln, when she testified in support of legislation that would reimburse schools and ESUs for specific mental health expenses.

“Rather than delay until an incident occurs and then try to step in,” Rose says, “schools can intervene earlier if they hire more counselors and school psychologists and train all staff, including teachers.”

That was the goal last year when teachers in the Mojave Unified School District were trained to identify warning signs in student behavior.

Robinson and Benito Luna-Herrera, who also teaches social studies in California City, both considered the training necessary.

“We’re already a steady presence in students’ lives. We have existing relationships with them and their families,” Luna-Herrera says. “And some of these students are in households that are just disasters. Staying at home during COVID just made their mental health worse.”

Even though the state has significantly ramped up hiring for school counselors, those positions have been difficult to retain in California City. And even when counselors are on staff, a teacher shortage has forced them to fill instructional roles.

“It’s been a really tough couple of years,” Robinson says. “We’re all under a lot of pressure, so the training helped. Hopefully the district will invest in more. I don’t think we could have survived if it wasn’t all hands on deck.”

**‘We’re all on the same page’**

Just three hours south of California City lies the Coachella Valley, a desert region marked by extreme heat and staggering income inequality. Just a few miles away from expensive resorts and clubs, 94 percent of the students in the Coachella Valley Unified School District (CVUSD) live in poverty, with all the adverse childhood experiences and trauma that come with it.

The student population is predominantly Latino, many from families of migrant workers. Already plagued by economic instability, these families continue to struggle in the wake of the pandemic and live in fear of family separation and deportation.

The suicide rate in Coachella Valley far outpaces the state average and initiatives.

Already underfunded, many from families of migrant workers. Already plagued by economic instability, these families continue to struggle in the wake of the pandemic and live in fear of family separation and deportation.

The suicide rate in Coachella Valley far outpaces the state average, including the opening of student wellness centers in the district’s middle and high schools in 2022.

In the wellness centers, which Vega helps coordinate, students learn coping skills and can always find someone to talk to.

“(Left) School counselor Karina Vega says families in Coachella Valley often don’t have the luxury of processing grief. (Below) California teacher Benito Luna-Herrera took training to help him identify warning signs in student behavior.

Funds from federal pandemic relief packages helped some of the programs in Coachella Valley get off the ground, including the opening of student wellness centers in the district’s middle and high schools in 2022.

In the wellness centers, which Vega helps coordinate, students learn coping skills and can always find someone to talk to.
Rural Schools Take on the Mental Health Crisis

“It’s somewhere for students to put down some of the things they’re carrying,” Vega says.

Staff at the centers work with school nurses and campus safety officials and refer students to services in the community. The Latino Commission, a nearby mental health therapy and counseling center, provides on-site therapists for every school.

Through these resources and partnerships, CVUSD is able to triage students so they receive the most appropriate and timely care. That level of coordination is required to meet the complexity and urgency of the crisis.

“These students and their families don’t have the luxury to grieve,” Vega says. “There’s too much going on in their lives, too much loss, too much pressure to put food on the table. So the fact that our wellness centers are providing a place for our students to take their grief, for me, is a miracle in itself.”

Even when the grant funding for the wellness center expires, school leaders hope the future of the district’s mental health initiative is secure. The response from staff, students, and parents has been overwhelming, Vega adds.

No time left to lose

Two months after the Lincoln County school board voted to eliminate the social workers’ positions, the district received welcome news. In June, a health clinician at nearby Marshall University struck an agreement with the board. The social workers would be contracted with a local private health entity to provide services to area schools.

Although this is a positive development, the issue of adequately staffing social workers in schools has not been addressed, says WVEA’s Martin.

“We want every county in our state to have the resources they need to support student mental health needs,” she explains. “A better outcome for the Lincoln County situation would have been for the county to utilize funding so that every school would have a social worker.”

The longer it takes to provide rural schools with these necessary resources, says UVA’s Bradshaw, the longer it will take to implement effective prevention strategies.

“We’re playing catch up here. These kids need help,” Bradshaw says. “This isn’t just a flash-in-the-pan problem. This is going to be something that is with us for an entire generation of students.”

LEARN MORE

Watch the video

Hear from parents and educators in Coachella Valley about how they teamed up to bring mental health services to schools. Go to nea.org/rural-mental-health.

Community Schools

The community schools model has proven successful in bolstering both emotional and physical health services. Learn more at nea.org/communityschools.

NEA Mental Health Resources

nea.org/mentalhealth.

*Please note that with this upgrade the NEA Today App will no longer be available.
Champions of Justice

Meet the recipients of the 2023 NEA Human and Civil Rights Awards

By Brenda Álvarez

New Mexico educator Grace Mayer remembers seeing her sisters struggle with having children and full-time jobs. Like several of Mayer’s colleagues, they wanted to return to work as soon as possible, but a lack of affordable child care meant they couldn’t go back until their kids were 8, 10, or 12 years old.

“That’s a huge loss to our profession,” says Mayer, in a video shown at the Human and Civil Rights (HCR) Awards ceremony, held in Orlando, Fla., in July. Mayer, one of the winners of this year’s awards, was honored for her successful advocacy for a high-quality, affordable day care center for the children of Santa Fe educators—a first in the state.

Forty teachers and education support professionals benefit from the center, which offers a safe place for their children during work hours; reduces the need to find child care far from their workplaces; and mitigates the high cost of raising a family in one of the most expensive cities in the state.

“The field of education is predominantly women, and so we have to acknowledge what their life paths are,” Mayer said. “Child rearing is a big part of raising a family in one of the most expensive cities in the state.

In the state.
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MEASURE X MEASURE

By Amanda Litvinov

In today’s divisive political climate, it’s important to remember that voters share some common priorities—including strong public schools. Sometimes, when state legislatures fail to support what the majority of voters want, coalitions of parents, educators unions, and other advocacy groups take issues directly to voters through statewide ballot measures. The wins have been remarkable, including billions of new dollars in education funding. Over the past decade, voters have approved measures that uplift students and families—by raising the minimum wage and expanding Medicaid, for example.

But some legislators see ballot measures as a threat to institutional power and are trying to curtail their use, says Sarah Walker, policy director at the Ballot Initiative Strategy Center.

“It’s an authoritarian tendency when legislators ignore the majority in the service of a very extreme base,” she cautions.

Read on to discover how statewide ballot measures passed in 2022 are powering progress—and why the process is worth defending.

Ballot Measures Across the United States

Every state has different laws governing ballot measures. In some states, only the legislature can put measures on the ballot; in others, citizens can initiate laws but not constitutional amendments; and some states allow either path to direct democracy.

- Allows citizen-initiated statutes and legislatively referred constitutional amendments
- Allows legislatively referred and citizen-initiated statutes and constitutional amendments
- Allows only legislatively referred constitutional amendments and/or statutes

**A BIG WIN FOR TAX FAIRNESS IN MASSACHUSETTS**

Massachusetts educators helped accomplish a nearly impossible feat. They passed a state constitutional amendment that improves tax fairness and increases state funding for education and transportation by an estimated $2 billion annually.

Anne Monopoli, a paraeducator from Shrewsbury, Mass., walked up to six miles each day and knocked on as many as 40 doors per day to talk with voters about Question 1, the Fair Share Amendment. It was the summer leading up to the 2022 elections, and it was very hot. Monopoli says. Most of the folks she talked with were genuinely interested to hear why the educator on their doorstep wanted them to vote for the measure.

“I explained what a boost this funding would be for our schools, and how the tax would only go into effect on their second million dollars in income,” Monopoli says. “Lots of people joked with me that they were still working on their first million. It was a way to drive home the point that the additional 4 percent tax only applies to the ultrawealthy.”

The wins have been remarkable, including billions of new dollars in education funding. Over the past decade, voters have approved measures that uplift students and families—by raising the minimum wage and expanding Medicaid, for example.

But some legislators see ballot measures as a threat to institutional power and are trying to curtail their use, says Sarah Walker, policy director at the Ballot Initiative Strategy Center.

“It’s an authoritarian tendency when legislators ignore the majority in the service of a very extreme base,” she cautions.

Read on to discover how statewide ballot measures passed in 2022 are powering progress—and why the process is worth defending.

Ballot Measures Across the United States

Every state has different laws governing ballot measures. In some states, only the legislature can put measures on the ballot; in others, citizens can initiate laws but not constitutional amendments; and some states allow either path to direct democracy.

- Allows citizen-initiated statutes and legislatively referred constitutional amendments
- Allows legislatively referred and citizen-initiated statutes and constitutional amendments
- Allows only legislatively referred constitutional amendments and/or statutes

**ALL-IN FOR KIDS IN NEW MEXICO**

New Mexico became the first state in the nation to create a permanent fund for child care and significantly boost early childhood and K–12 education funding, when voters approved the state’s Constitutional Amendment 1. It took a full decade of advocacy from a sizable coalition that included NEA-New Mexico.

It was a decisive victory, with more than 70 percent of voters supporting the measure, which the state legislature put on the ballot.

The win represents hope for educators like Bethany Jarrell, an early childhood educator from the city of Alamogordo. She says the victory will improve the lives of future generations in immeasurable ways.

“Until very recently, our schools were massively underfunded,” Jarrell says. “We’re still rebuilding the public education system from the policies of previous administrations, and this gives us a stable source of funding to do so.”

The win is expected to add $150 million a year to early learning, and another $100 million per year to K–12 education. It ensures that lower-income families have access to early childhood education; schools can provide targeted supports to students most at risk of failing; and the school system can address the educator shortage statewide.

The measure does not raise taxes, but rather reallocates funds within the state’s Land Grant Permanent Fund, which has an estimated worth of $15.8 billion and includes leases and royalties on oil and gas production.

Members of the Massachusetts Teachers Association helped pass the Fair Share Amendment.

Massachusetts Teachers Association (MTA) President Max Page says the win shows that “a coalition of labor, faith, and social service organizations could go toe-to-toe with the billionaire class and win better funding for everyone.”

MTA has spent the last year ensuring that the funding is spent well. The governor recently signed off on free school meals for all students. The union is also urging funding for a nurse and librarian in each school, living wages for support staff, and paid family and medical leave for educators.

**NEA-New Mexico scored a resounding victory for children with Constitutional Amendment 1 in 2022.**

The measure does not raise taxes, but rather reallocates funds within the state’s Land Grant Permanent Fund, which has an estimated worth of $15.8 billion and includes leases and royalties on oil and gas production.
New barriers go up
Since this targeted takedown, Arizona lawmakers have made it more difficult for voters to have a say in how their money is spent. In direct response to the success of “Prop 208,” the legislature passed a measure to undermine the will of the people, and the measure was eventually overturned in the Arizona Supreme Court.

Not all of these attacks have been successful
In Virginia, voters defeated a 2022 ballot measure that would have required a supermajority to pass constitutional amendments and laws. In Ohio, the Ohio Education Association and more than 200 other organizations rallied against the ballot measure known as Issue 1 in an August special election. The measure failed with nearly 60 percent of voters choosing “No.” The measure aimed to:
- Require 60 percent voter approval for amendments instead of a simple majority (over 50%).
- Make Ohio the only state in the country that required citizen-initiated amendments to include signatures from every county.

During the 2022 legislative session, the Ballot Initiative Strategy Center (BISC) monitored 109 bills intended to alter or restrict the ballot initiative process.
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A STAR-STUDDED TURNOUT FOR ARTS EDUCATION IN CALIFORNIA

Joe Bartell is a music teacher at Brea Olinda High School, in Orange County, California. He and his wife, middle school music teacher Glenda Bartell, were both active in the coalition that helped pass Proposition 28, the Art and Music K-12 Education Funding Initiative. Things really took off after the California Teachers Association threw its weight behind the measure and helped fund a public information campaign. Bartell was one of about a dozen music teachers throughout the state who helped draw support from other organizations and write op-eds for local newspapers and websites to educate voters. Support from megastars like Christina Aguilera, Dr. Dre, and Katy Perry helped, too! The measure, which passed in November, provides nearly $1 billion annually for arts and music education in pre-K–12 public schools, doubling the state’s previous spending on those programs. Targeted funding will send additional resources to low-income schools, where students have historically had the least access to arts education.

Given that arts programs were underfunded for decades, Bartell wasn’t sure he would ever see this kind of support for arts education in public schools during his career. “Passing this measure means schools can hire educators rather than rely on one-time grants and temporary positions,” he says. “It will end inequities in access to the arts. I’m honored to have been a part of it.”

In November of 2022, voters in 37 states decided on 132 statewide ballot measures.

Healthy Meals Delivered in Colorado

During the dark days of the pandemic, in 2021, district officials in Jefferson County, Colorado, laid off food service workers. With fewer staff to prepare food, the district started buying more prepackaged meals, which are high in salt, saturated fat, and added sugar. “We had carrots, but they were sad looking carrots,” says Andrea Cisneros, a kitchen manager at Westwood Elementary School. The Jefferson County Education Support Professionals Association (JESPA) filed a class action grievance and worked with Colorado for the Common Good to demand that the district reopen kitchens and utilize buses to transport food out to the community until schools could reopen. JESPA also joined a coalition that connected with state legislators to support the Healthy School Meals for All proposition, or Proposition FF. Colorado voters approved the measure during the 2022 midterm elections. In addition to providing free breakfast and lunch for all Colorado public school students, the measure will generate funding to pay for cafeteria workers and provide higher-quality food. Cisneros, who has been with the school district for 23 years, helped educate voters in the community both to pass “Prop FF” and demand that the district commit to healthier meals using local food sources and culturally relevant menus. “We realized that we have more power together … and we couldn’t have done this without the support from our parents and community,” she adds.

Jesi Bartell
Music teacher Joe Bartell met singer Christina Aguilera at a fundraiser she hosted.

Colorado parents and educators united to pass “Prop FF,” ensuring free and healthier school meals.

Learn more
Scan the QR code to hear from an NEA expert or visit nea.org/measures.
By Brenda Álvarez

VIOLENT STUDENT OUTBURSTS ARE PUTTING EDUCATORS AT RISK

Edyte Parsons begins her class at 8:45 a.m., with a check-in, where she learns how her fourth graders are doing or what they did the previous evening. She then moves on to morning work—projects students can easily accomplish—followed by math. Mornings are one of the best parts of her day, she says.

At about 10 a.m., Parsons, an elementary school teacher in Kent, Wash., starts to see the warning signs.

A student gets up from his seat, walks around the class, and begins to provoke other students, until one eventually snaps back. The roving student storms out of the room, slams the door, and joins the fifth and sixth graders during their recess and lunch break.

Parsons’ lessons have been interrupted by much worse over her 10-year career in two different school districts. Desks have been shoved or tipped over. She’s been hit and kicked. Today, as a union building representative, she gets called in when her colleagues experience similar outbursts or physical attacks from students.

Last year, Parsons says, “a 5-year-old hit, scratched, spat on, and kicked at least six adults.”

The child was dealing with trauma: his mother had almost died and was revived in front of him. But there were few interventions or resources available to help curb the child’s behavior.

A growing concern

From March 2020 – June 2021, the American Psychological Association surveyed nearly 15,000 pre-K–12 teachers, administrators, school staff, and counselors about their experiences with physical threats and attacks from students and parents.

One-third of the teachers reported being threatened by a student within the year, including verbal threats, cyberbullying, intimidation, or sexual harassment, and 29 percent reported at least one incident from a parent. Fourteen percent of teachers said they had been victims of physical violence from students.

The kids are not OK

“One of my students punched me,” says a Texas physical education (PE) teacher who wishes to remain anonymous.

“You could see it coming,” she recalls, explaining that the student had a history of threatening other teachers, too. In one instance, the student had told an educator he was going to shoot her brains out and then stomp all over them.

“Some of our students are angry and confused,” says fourth-grade teacher Edyte Parsons. “They need more than what they’re getting, and we can’t do it with the number of feet we have on the ground.”

“Kids do things like … bring weapons to school. They’re reported, and nothing gets done. … They’re back in class the next day.”

—Norma De La Rosa, president, El Paso Teachers Association, Texas

“Kids are not OK

“One of my students punched me,” says a Texas physical education (PE) teacher who wishes to remain anonymous.

“You could see it coming,” she recalls, explaining that the student had a history of threatening other teachers, too. In one instance, the student had told an educator he was going to shoot her brains out and then stomp all over them.

“She was terrified to go to work,” the PE teacher says of her colleague.

For the PE teacher, getting punched was the last straw. She called the police and had the middle schooler arrested. Administrators at the time tried to convince her not to make the call.

“It’s tough,” she says. “He had problems at home.”

A few years later, the PE teacher ran into the student, who had moved on to high school.

He came up to me, asked if I remembered him, I said, ‘Yeah. I remember you! ’ He told me, ‘I wanna apologize. … It was not a good time for me. I learned my lesson … I’m sorry.’”

Educators, principals, and parents understand that kids are having a hard time, so it’s difficult for them to agree on how to discipline students. But if nothing is done, it will only get worse.

The consequences of no consequences

Credible threats get downplayed or ignored, says Tim Martin, president of the Kent Education Association (KEA).

Last year, he says, a middle school student in his district cornered a teacher in the stairwell. He made a gun with his hand, put it to her head, and threatened her. Martin says, “She was scared to death. She went straight to the office and reported it.” But nothing happened.

According to Martin, school officials reported that the student had a ketchup packet in his hand and that he did not make a hand gesture in the form of a gun.

Because administrators are afraid of getting fired, they try to change the verbiage so the threat doesn’t have to be rated so high, Martin explains.

But he says behaviors are “out of control.”

Norma De La Rosa, a retired teacher and president of the El Paso Teachers Association, in Texas, can attest to this. She has fielded calls from educators who want administrators to follow student discipline policies for threatening and violent behaviors.

“But this seems to be the common result: Kids do things like … bring weapons to school,” De La Rosa says. “They’re reported, and nothing gets done to the students, because they’re back in class the next day.”

Some parents have it hard, too

Educators know that parent involvement and support is crucial to a student’s academic success.

But sometimes, that support isn’t there.

Last year, Parsons says, two-thirds of parents attended conferences—eight students were not represented. “That’s a lot,” she says.
Community Schools Help Address School Climate

Parents have their own struggles. Parsons tells of a parent who “went off” on the principal saying: “Don’t ever contact me. Don’t do anything unless my son is going to the emergency room.” Why would she say that? “Her boss was angry that she was on the phone and told her that the next time she was on the phone, she was fired,” Parsons explains. “What kind of pressure is that on the parent? I’m not faulting parents all the way around, … but what are we supposed to do?”

Something must change

“It’s a double-edged sword,” Martin says. “We know … suspensions or expulsions sometimes amplify the school-to-prison pipeline, and then there’s nobody at home to support the students. So how are we to manage these behaviors and protect other students and teachers when we don’t have the full support of all our administrators or parents?”

One way is to demand from politicians and those who control school budgets to invest in hiring more counselors and interventionists. This would allow trained specialists to fully dedicate their time to students, just so long as they’re not assigned to lunch duty, too.

Parent and community liaisons are also critical. These professionals can help build relationships with families and find organizations that can provide services to students when they need them.

Another way is through your union. Laws that protect teachers from harassment and violence from students vary by state. Your local and state unions can help ensure discipline policies are being followed and can advocate on educators’ behalf.

Collective bargaining can help

KEA has been able to bargain for strong language in their contract to ensure safety protocols are followed. These protocols document the number of incidents that occur at a school. No students are named, just the number of incidents and the teacher. This sets in motion a series of actions to ensure educators are supported and protected.

If two or three plans to curb behavior have failed, Martin explains, the union can request that someone from the central office sit in a classroom with all parties involved until a plan is devised.

“At first, principals were afraid that if they reported things, they were going to get in trouble,” he says. “But once word gets out that the union has stepped in and has made some headway in getting help for the student, and in turn everybody else, then more administrators tend to step into the ring with us.”

 direccion school climate starts with an open dialogue, says Tim Martin, president of the 2,000-member Kent Education Association, in Washington. “But the bigger issue is that there’s not enough support for our students,” he says. This is where a community schools model can help.

Community schools feature high-quality teaching and learning, family and community partnerships, community school coordinators, and a full suite of support services for students and families, such as health and nutrition services and mentoring programs. Each community school caters to the unique needs of its respective neighborhood and designs strategies to meet challenges identified by educators, students, families, local organizations, and social service agencies.

Take restorative practices. These strategies are implemented early on, addressing student and staff behaviors, pedagogical choices, and school policies. They can help improve the school climate.

“Community schools deeply listen to the vision, needs, hopes, and dreams of students, staff, families, and community members—and leverage resources from across the community to meet those needs,” says David Greenberg, an NEA senior policy analyst and community schools expert. This model helps to meet challenges like school violence, he adds, because it brings together a diverse and inclusive team to problem-solve and address the root causes of violence—not just the symptoms.

Discover how to bring community schools to your district at nea.org/build-community-schools.
57TH ANNUAL NEA HUMAN AND CIVIL RIGHTS AWARDS

CALL FOR 2024 NOMINATIONS

K now of an individual, organization, or affiliate that champions racial and social justice and civil rights within their community? Support their good work through a nomination for a 2024 Human and Civil Rights (HCR) Awards. Honorees are recognized during the annual HCR Awards program, held in July, prior to the NEA’s Representative Assembly.

- Identify and honor exemplary individuals, organizations, and affiliates for their contributions to human and civil rights, and racial and social justice.
- Celebrate NEA’s multicultural roots and commitment to justice.
- Recognize today’s human and civil rights victories and chart the path forward.
- Honor the rich legacy and history of the American Teachers Association (ATA) and NEA merger from whence the HCR Awards program began.

The work of civil rights and social justice heroes is as critical today as it was yesterday. Let’s work together to remind everyone that the cause endures, the struggle goes on, and hope still lives! Identify your nominees now! It is never too early to begin profiling nominees and potential HCR Award winners! Find information on past winners at nea.org/hcrawards

Nomination forms and instructions for the 2024 HCR Awards will be available from Oct. 10, to Dec. 8, 2021, at nea.org/hcrawards

FOR MORE INFORMATION, please email NEAHCRawards@nea.org.

Eduators, let’s elect the leaders our students deserve.

MAUI WILDFIRE RELIEF


MORE ONLINE

For lesson plans, activities, advice, and more resources to help you help your students, visit nea.org/tools-tips.

Check out NEA Today’s new digital experience! Scan the QR code or go to nea.org/NEA_todayOctober23.

MORE ONLINE

Find Tools for Your Practice

- Looking for professional learning opportunities and resources to bolster your lessons?
- Legal guidance on educator rights?
- Or just good advice from fellow educators?

Check out NEAs online resource library, where you can search by keyword, issue, resource type, and more to find the latest and best professional resources from NEA.

Visit nea.org/resource-library.

NEA’s online resource library offers a public charity founded by educators for educators—at neafoundation.org. Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube for updates.

Your contribution to the NEA PAC helps elect pro-education candidates up and down the ballot. Scan to get started.

Contribute to the NEA Fund (except charitable contributions, 1) or and non-cash contributions, 2) with your best efforts to elect educators at all levels and ensure that they have the right to oppose or generally confront any effort to erode our collective bargaining rights. Federal law requires NEA to use its best efforts to collect and report the names, addresses, occupations, and employer information of each individual whose contributions aggregate in excess of $200 in a calendar year.

Scan to get started.

Resources

Download class- room resources from the NEA Foundation’s Global Learning Resource page to help your students become 21st century global citizens. Join a learning community of educators committed to global education advocacy.

Find more resources and programs offered by the NEA Foundation— a public charity founded by educators for educators—at neafoundation.org. Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube for updates.
Student behavior is more challenging than ever. Indeed, in a recent Education Week survey, one-third of educators said they were attacked or verbally harassed last year. How can educators respond? What do they need to know? Rosa DiPiazza, an award-winning behavioral specialist in Milford, Del., works with teachers and students to support the students’ behavioral needs. She offers this advice:

1) Stay calm
   "The biggest thing I emphasize when I’m meeting with other educators is the importance of a calm presence," she says. "As soon as you lose your cool, your kids do, too." DiPiazza knows this can be hard. "Every time I work on a crisis, my heart starts thumping in my chest. What kind of human would I be if I didn’t have a response to a kid in crisis? That’s totally normal." Identify your own coping strategies, she advises. Practice mindfulness, focus on breathing, and label your own feelings.

2) 'There’s no magic answer'
   Educators can sense when students are feeling anxious or depressed, or just having a rough day. Wouldn’t you love to wave a wand and fix everything?
   "Teachers want to know what to say, but there’s no magic answer," DiPiazza says. "The answer is you be calm, and you be supportive, and you validate their feelings."

3) Understand what’s happening in your students’ brains
   Even before the pandemic, students lived through evictions, domestic violence, and other traumas. Don’t wallow in the details of those traumas, but be aware of how those experiences affect the brain, she says. In your classroom, you might see students acting out or shutting down.
   "They move from functioning in an executive state, in the brain’s frontal lobe, to a ‘survival state,’ controlled by the brain’s amygdala," explains DiPiazza. "Nothing good is going to happen when they’re in their amygdala. They’re not going to make rational choices. They can’t!"

4) Never let the pot boil over
   When students start simmering, respond in ways that dial down the heat, says DiPiazza. Talk to students about how and where to take breaks when they feel triggered. "The idea is [for them] to recognize those feelings before they get out of control," DiPiazza says.
   Many Milford elementary classrooms have calming corners with sensory putty, bottles of bubbles, and other tools. "These aren’t punishment spaces," says DiPiazza. "They’re places to use before escalation happens." Older students might similarly practice breathing exercises at their desks.

5) Collaborate
   If you’re a teacher, reach out to behavioral specialists in your district, encourages DiPiazza.

Want to hear more from Rosa DiPiazza? Scan the code to watch her video and listen to her interview on NEA’s School Me podcast.
WE CANCEL TIMESHARES

We’ve helped thousands of families trapped in their timeshares find relief; if there’s a way out we’ll find it for you. Our Founder and CEO, Chuck McDowell, has helped over 30,000 families get rid of their timeshare and he can help you too. Don’t let these companies profit. If you were misled, lied to, or pressured, you may have an easy exit.

How Does the Cancellation Process Work?

• Start with a FREE consultation to tell your story.
• If we see that the circumstances of your agreement qualify you to exit the timeshare, you’ll be assigned a specialist to walk you through gathering documentation.
• Our Resolutions Department will throw the book at them, your timeshare and related fees will be permanently terminated.*
• We’ve been able to help most timeshare owners that contact us. You could be one phone call away from complete peace of mind.

Get your free information kit and see if you qualify:

We’ve saved qualified owners over $400,000,000 in mortgage debt and maintenance fees.

Call 1.800.247.1750 or visit WesleyFinancialGroup.com

*This is an Advertisement. Wesley Financial Group, LLC (“WFG”) and/or its affiliates, successors, or assigns are not lawyers or law firm and does not engage in the practice of law or provide legal advice or legal representation. Actual results depend on each client’s distinct case and no specific outcome is guaranteed.